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Arizona Pecan Orchards Thrive
on Climate and Mechanization

The 1981 pecan harvest cracked records in Arizona and nationwide.
The state record is safe for this year because pecan yields usually

alternate from heavy one year to light the next, said Dr. Michael W.
Kilby. He is the fruit and nut specialist for the UA Cooperative Ex-
tension Service.

However, he added, the record probably won't last long. About half
of the pecan trees in Arizona have not even reached their mature pro-
duction age yet. That takes 10 to 12 years.

Nationwide, pecans have the highest -value harvest of any food plant
native to the United States (not introduced by humans before or after
Columbus). The Southeast, where they are native, produced almost all
of the pecans in the world until recently. Georgia still ranks number
one, but most new orchards being planted are in the Southwest.

The orchard that travelers south of Tucson see stretching for miles
near Interstate 19 started the modern pecan industry in Arizona. With

Photograph: A bin of newly harvested
pecans is lowered into place on the
drying platform at Farmers' Investment
Company near Green Valley. Nuts from
early in harvest season must be dried for
best texture and flavor. Warm air
blown under the platform comes up
through the mesh- bottomed bins. (Photos
by Ted Bundy.)
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Above: Pecans pour out of
processing -plant hoppers where

they are sorted by size.
Below: Workmen at Picacho Pecans cull
broken and inferior nuts from the new

harvest passing them on a conveyor belt.
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nearly a quarter -million trees on 5,000 acres between Sahuarita and
Green Valley, this pecan orchard of Farmer's Investment Company
(FICO) is still the world's largest. But since FICO planted it in 1965-
69, other orchards of 1,000 or more acres have been established near
Picacho Peak, the town of Maricopa and Kansas Settlement. Slightly
smaller orchards, still vast compared to Southeastern standards, are
maturing at Elfrida, Queen Creek, Wenden, Yuma and in the upper
Verde Valley.

The ability to harvest pecans mechanically has been crucial to their
growth in Arizona, said Kilby.

The FICO orchard resulted from founder R. Keith Walden's deci-
sion around 1960 to replace his cotton with another major crop be-
cause synthetic fibers were hurting the demand for cotton. FICO
planted tests of several tree and vine crops. "Through a process of
elimination, we settled on pecans primarily due to mechanical har-
vesting for them instead of hand harvesting for wine grapes," said
company vice president Richard S. Walden, Keith's son.

Arizona pecan orchards use two types of mechanical harvesting.
Nuts from young trees are shaken onto mobile catch -frames with large
surfaces. The nuts roll down the tilted surfaces to a conveyer belt that
drops them into a trailer bin.

Once an orchard matures, too many nuts from a shaken tree would
miss the catch frame. Instead, nuts are shaken onto the ground, raked
into rows and swept up into trailer bins, all with specialized machinery.

FICO does not have many trees at Sahuarita still young enough for
catch -frame harvesting, but Picacho Pecans, Inc. uses that system on its
2,710 acres of orchards southeast and northwest of Picacho Peak.
Its trees are 5 to 14 years old.

In an 8- year -old portion of the orchard one day last November, a
three -man harvesting crew -Juan Urquides, Juan Villegas and Pete
B. Martinez -spent about a minute and a half on each tree. Manager

Arizona Land & People



Jesse Martinez said that after the trees shed their leaves, harvesting
could go faster.

Picacho Pecans started harvesting in late October last fall. At that
early date, the nuts still averaged 16 percent moisture, about three
times the desired level. After cleaning, the early nuts are dried by
warming them to 95 degrees F for 24 hours. Tom J. Koflanovich,
pecan superviser for the company, said that the extra step is worthwhile
in order to take advantage of better prices early in the season: "There's
usually a 5 to 10 cent difference in the price we get (per pound)
between the beginning of the harvest and the end of the harvest."

Koflanovich estimated that harvesting, cleaning, sorting and drying
a pound of pecans cost about 16 cents last season, excluding overhead
costs. Before -harvest costs were about twice that, again excluding over-
head.

At the FICO Sahuarita orchard, harvesting lasted from early Novem-
ber 1981 to early February. Almost all of the orchard employees
work year -round rather than just at harvest, said Richard Walden.
After harvest, trees are pruned and fertilized. They get a winter irriga-
tion if rainfall is not adequate. Before buds appear, pruning scrap and
broken branches must be removed. From April to June, trees are
sprayed with zinc five or six times to aid leaf development. Aphid
control, weed -mowing and irrigation as needed last through the sum-
mer. The ground must be prepared as a harvesting surface in early
autumn.

Walden and his orchard manager, Lane Brandt, were pleased with
results of a new ground preparation method they adopted last season.
Instead of scraping and rolling the ground to flatten it and remove
weeds between tree rows, FICO crews just mowed the weeds but let
them survive as a sod surface. "Harvesting off a sod bed is better than
off bare ground," said Brandt. "We take less dirt with the nuts into
the (processing) plant, so there's less wear and tear on machinery."

September 1982

Workers at the FICO Sahuarita orchard
prepare for the harvester after nuts have
been shaken onto the ground. Above:
Operator and machine gather nuts and
leaves into a long pile between rows of trees.
Below: Edmund Marquez rakes in nuts from
areas missed by the mechanical rakes.
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A well -filled, light -color meat indicates
a pecan of high quality.

Another innovation some Arizona pecan growers are trying is
drip irrigation. Drip systems are the rule in sandy -soil West Texas
orchards, but still the exception in Arizona, said UA's Kilby.

The 700 -acre Pecan Center orchard near Queen Creek was planted
with drip irrigation six years ago. "The growers expect drip to be the
permanent source of irrigation for the orchard," said UA Extension
horticultural agent Lowell True of Phoenix. "They have estimated that
it reduces water use by about one -third."

With conventional flood irrigation, pecans need about five to six
acre -feet of water per acre, said Kilby. Most Arizona orchards grow on
former cotton fields, which used about the same amount of water.

The dryness that makes irrigation necessary also gives Southwestern
pecan orchards a big advantage over Southeastern orchards: Moist
climates foster several pecan diseases and insect pests. High sunshine
levels and control of water also help Arizona growers produce con-
sistently high -quality pecans, said Kilby. High quality means full
meats and a light color that indicates sweet flavor.

The new Southwestern pecan orchards also benefit from improved
varieties not available in the past or not suited to the Southeast, he
said. Western Schley and Wichita varieties dominate Arizona orchards.

Kilby emphasized that new Western orchards are adding to, rather
than replacing, Eastern pecan production. The new national record of
about 350 million pounds in 1981 testifies to that.

Demand for pecans seems to be rising, too, since prices dropped only
slightly despite the big 1981 crop. Prices averaged about 80 cents a
pound (in- shell) for nuts to be processed and $1.50 for direct market-
ing. About 97 percent of Arizona pecans are sold for processing, mostly
in baked goods, candy and ice cream.

Planting of new orchards in Arizona has tapered off in the past
two years, but Kilby predicts that the 21,000 acres now planted will
increase to 28,000 or more by 1990.

To help encourage corresponding increases in demand, Kilby's
fellow UA horticulturist Dr. Eugene Mielke displays a bumper sticker
on his office door: "Eat pecans. Millions of satisfied squirrels do."
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FUTURES MARKETS
buying and selling uncertainties

Ten -second quiz: What is the commodity that's traded on the cotton By Guy W. Webster

futures market? Agricultural Communications

You may get partial credit if you said, "cotton," but the best answer
is "price uncertainty," says UA agricultural economist Dr. Robert S.
Firch.

The same holds true for futures markets of other agricultural com-
modities, from wheat to hogs. The motive behind most buying or sell-
ing of futures contracts isn't the wish to own more or less of the product
itself. It is the wish to have more or less risk riding on the product's
cash price in the future.

The existence of a formal trading network for commodities futures
helps at least two categories of people. One group is people who pro-
duce the commodities or buy and sell them. They can use the futures
market to minimize the risk that the price will drop before they sell
their crop or inventory. The other group is people who want to invest
in the chance to predict future prices. They take on risk, so some of
them win while others lose.

Firch described the uses and workings of futures markets to about
20 cotton farmers during three evening meetings at Marana High
School in May. He plans to lead similar seminars elsewhere in the state
this fall. "When cotton prices are low, that's when farmers are most
interested in learning about marketing strategies," he notes. And cotton
prices have been low for more than a year.

Firch advised the Marana audience to take a cautious approach to
futures trading: "No more than five to 10 percent of farmers should
directly participate in futures marketing, particularly in cotton, . . .

and those five to 10 percent are people with a high level of marketing
skills and judgment, and not a little luck going for them."

Instead, he suggested alternative ways for cotton farmers to protect
themselves from prices that decline during the growing season. How-
ever, these marketing methods, such as forward- pricing part of the crop
with a specific cotton buyer, are sensitive to changes in the cotton
futures market, so an understanding of the futures market helps even
those farmers who do not participate in it directly.

Futures trading is the buying and selling of contracts for the delivery
of specified quantities and quality of a commodity at a specific time
and place. For example, cotton futures contracts are each for 50,000
pounds of cotton, the average yield from about 45 acres in Arizona.

Transactions go through a commodities exchange, such as the Chi-
cago Board of Trade or the New York Cotton Exchange. Only members
of the exchange actually buy or sell the contracts. They do so only on Photographs: Action in the "pit," courtesy
the trading floor (the "pit "), usually with hectic hand signals and of Chicago Board of Trade.
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shouting. Outsiders participate through the members who act as agents
or represent brokerage firms.

Each futures contract becomes an agreement with the exchange.
After a buyer and seller agree on a price, they each enter a contract
(or close an old one) with the exchange and have no continuing obliga-
tion to each other.

In practice, about 99 percent of the futures contracts for agricultural
commodities are canceled before the specified delivery date. That is,
almost every trader by that date has evened up the number of contracts
bought with the number sold, so his obligations to deliver the com-
modity and his obligations to accept delivery cancel each other out.

The possibility of carrying out the delivery has the effect of bringing
the futures price in line with the commodity's current cash price as the
delivery date approaches.

Firch explained how different groups use the cotton futures market.
A farmer who calculates at planting time that he can grow a crop for

less than the going price of harvest -time futures contracts may want
to lock onto that price by selling a contract. But of all the farmers who
grow commodities traded on the exchange, less than five percent get
directly involved in futures marketing.

People who buy and sell the crop, such as cotton buyers and grain
elevator operators, participate in futures trading much more exten-
sively than farmers. They use futures contracts as a hedge against
price fluctuations.

Hedging works like this: A cotton buyer sells futures contracts
for the same amount of cotton as he buys on the cash market. When
he sells the cotton, he buys the futures contracts back. If prices have
dropped, he loses money on the cotton, but makes it up in the futures
transactions. If prices have risen, he makes money on the cotton but
loses on the futures. The cotton buyer's profits are in the difference
between prices paid to growers and prices received from mills, irrespec-
tive of changes in price over time.

The middlemen for other commodities also hedge against price drops.
By avoiding the cost of covering this risk, they can live with a smaller
spread between the prices they pay and the prices they receive, said
Firch. And continuing, "This allows farm prices to be higher, and at
the same time consumer prices to be lower, than they would be without
an effective futures market."

The futures markets would not work if everyone wanted to minimize
risks. Speculators keep the wheel turning. Their profit depends on
their ability to predict price trends. For example, if one thinks that
the going price for a particular contract is lower than conditions war-
rant, he buys it. If the price rises, he can sell for a profit.

About one -tenth of the speculators in the commodities futures
markets are professional traders: They make the futures markets their
main income source. Of the other nine -tenths, many are in high- income
careers such as medicine or law, surveys have shown. As a group, these
non -professional traders tend to lose money in futures trading. Stories
about the exceptions help draw new traders into the market as others
drop out.

"One way of viewing the futures market is as a way of transferring
wealth from M.D.s and lawyers to professional traders," said Firch.
"The hedgers don't end up paying for the professional traders' profits;
the non -professional traders do."

Arizona Land & People



Community Meetings Target
Stresses of Layoffs in Mining Towns

Facing the highest unemployment rate reported in the country, com-
munity groups in Greenlee County worked together this summer on
ways to weather the hard times.

Greenlee's dominant industry, the Phelps -Dodge copper mine at
Morenci, halted most operations in April. About 2,000 layoffs there
plus repercussions on smaller employers pushed county unemploy-
ment to 64 percent in May, by U.S. Labor Department count. Many
other workers chose early retirement.

Community leaders couldn't hope to put many people back to work
without changing international copper prices, so they worked on ways
to cushion the blow. One result, a series of workshops called "How to
Survive on $165," drew praise from unemployed families who partici-
pated in the first go- around on July 26 and 27 in Clifton.

An informal group including labor officials, city councilmen, Phelps
Dodge administrators, church leaders, Chamber of Commerce officers
and others met during May, June and July to plan the workshops.
County Extension Service Director Mabel W. Flint coordinated the
effort.

After the workshops' good reception in Clifton, repeat editions with
a similar format were planned for Duncan and Morenci.

Photograph: West end of Clifton, viewed
from the road to the closed copper mine
at Morenci. (Photos by Guy Webster.)
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Above and below: Participants at
evening workshop about coping
with the stresses of job layoffs.

The workshops began with an evening session about coping with
stress, led by Douglas T. Dunn and Dr. Frank R. Williams, extension
specialists in community development and in family life for the UA
College of Agriculture. The next day, separate workshops focused on
money management, family conflict, job hunting and personal stress.

Robert Bitsilly, laid off from the copper smelter, went to the work-
shops with his wife Arlene. They said they picked up several good ideas
about managing finances better and for dealing openly with tension.
"This will really help us now because we just adopted two children last
September and a newborn in December," said Mrs. Bitsilly.

"We hadn't expected the mine to shut down," said her husband, who
looked for work in other towns during July. "These workshops will
probably help us with getting by until I go back to work," he said.
"And even after that, the things we've learned can still be helpful."

Johnny Chacon of Clifton, also laid off from the mine, said the
July 26 program came at a good time. "Now's when people are really
starting to hurt," he said. Company health benefits had been stopped
two weeks earlier and company unemployment benefits were expected
to run out soon. That would reduce the $165 weekly pay referred to
in the program's title to $115 a week until government unemployment
checks stop, too.

"It doesn't do people any good to sit around and worry and expect
other people to make things better," said Chacon, a union chairman.
"They have to do things to help themselves ... and to help each other.
That's one good thing they talked about" in the first workshop.

He estimated that half of the people at that workshop were laid -off
workers and their families. In all, 268 people attended it, according to
coordinator Flint. They filled the Clifton School Cafetorium to stand-
ing -room capacity.

8 Arizona Land & People



The meeting was lively. Role- playing skits jabbed an elbow amusingly
at some of the unproductive ways people react to stress: arguing, blam-
ing, worrying. Harold T. Harman of the Graham -Greenlee Community
Service Center planned these role -plays, using several commmunity
members as actors. When audience participation was sought for list-
ing good ways of responding to the hard times, ideas came from all
over the room faster than Doug Dunn could write them on a display
easel.

An ABC television crew taping the workshop for a segment on
"Good Morning America" added to the animation in the room. At the
end of the program, the next day's four workshops were described
and signup sheets collected. Participants took home a new listing of
44 community resources - agencies, groups and programs - available
to Greenlee County residents.

Attendance for the next day's workshops totaled 154 people. Some
people went to more than one since each was scheduled at three times.
The sessions that Mabel Flint led about money management had the
biggest turnout.

She said that family members should discuss their financial resources,
expenses and expectations with each other, including with children.
"Know your resources; make a list of them," including borrowable
equity in insurance or a home, and items that could be sold, as well as
regular income, she advised. And, "Look where you can cut down on
expenses." She offered several ideas for savings and suggested that fam-
ilies brainstorm together for more. She also discussed bartering, record -
keeping and bankruptcy.

"This workshop was helpful: I got more out of it than I did from the
program last night," said Terry Lujan of Verde Lee, who hadn't liked
the levity and television cameras. She said she appreciated the ideas on
ways to save money, but still did not think that her family would be
getting by on her husband's layoff pay if they hadn't paid off debts
and stocked up groceries in anticipation of the layoff.

Larry and Patricia Gauger of Morenci liked the workshop on resolv-
ing family conflict even better than the money management one.
Gauger had worked in the smelter's acid plant before the layoff. One
redeeming feature of the layoff, he said, is "I have more time together
with my family." But sometimes togetherness leads to diagreements.

Above: Extension Agent Doug Dunn lists
suggestions from the audience during
the stress workshop.
Below: Participants in Dr. Frank Williams'
afternoon workshop discus ways to
resolve many family conflicts.
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Harold Harman of the Graham -Greenlee
Community Service Center (left)

and the Rev. Wilbur Nolte of the local
Presbyterian church act out a role

play that contrast griping with
taking action:

Harman: Peanut butter again. I'm sick of
peanut butter for lunch every day.

Nolte: Well why don't you ask your wife
to put in something different now and then?

Harman: What's she got to do with it?
I make my own lunches.

1 0

Workshop leader Frank Williams drew much discussion from partici-
pants as he outlined a process for working out disagreements. He de-
scribed how listening respectfully to each other's emotional involve-
ment can clear the way for turning many "win- lose" conflicts into
"win -win" decisions based on shared interests.

A persistent myth, told most often by people no longer afflicted,
says that hard times bring a family closer together. "That's not true un-
less you work at it." said Williams.

Workshops led by Harold Harman also offered advice about living
with stress. He emphasized the importance of setting realistic goals,
identifying ways to reach them, and planning out each day and week.

Fifty -six people attended workshops on job hunting led by Lettie B.
Cale of the Arizona Department of Education and employment coun-
selor Roy McClellan of Mesa. Cale also described vocational education
programs at the lead -off workshop.

McClellan stressed the importance of word -of -mouth information in
finding jobs. That is how 63 percent of the blue- and white -collar
workers in the country found their jobs, according to the U.S. Labor
Department. "Have the people you know in other towns keep their
ears open for you," said McClellan. He also gave tips about resumes and
interviews.

In conversations and in written evaluations about the workshops,
many participants expressed appreciation for specific ideas or advice
given. Another common theme was the benefit of community -wide
involvement.

"It helped me to realize that some of my feelings are okay and are
shared by others," wrote one person.

Arlene Bitsilly said, "It makes me feel better to know that other
people here are going through some of the same things we are, and es-
pecially that people are helping each other out."

Arizona Land & People
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"One thing I like to do is change people's fears into fascination,"
said entomologist Dr. Robert L. Smith.

He was discussing his new book, Venomous Animals of Arizona. The
UA Cooperative Extension Service is publishing the book this fall.

As the Extension Service's specialist in urban entomology, Smith
fields pests
ing number of calls are from new residents or other people who are
concerned about venomous animals." he said. "In large measure I con-
sider their fears to be unfounded."

In his book, he gives relieving evidence:

In Arizona during the last 10 years, no one has been killed by any
of the following: Gila monster, coral snake, scorpion, "black widow"
spider, or "brown recluse" spider. The only envenomation deaths re-
ported in our state over this period are four alleged to have been
caused by rattlesnake bites, and each of these cases was characterized
by some extraordinary circumstance. If a conclusion is to be drawn
from the foregoing, it is that Arizona residents have an exceedingly
small chance of being killed by envenomation. Even this low risk can
be substantially reduced if the advice and instructions contained in
this book are followed by the reader.

In fact, Smith points out, no documented case has ever been re-
corded of a person killed anywhere by either a Gila monster or an Ari-
zona coral snake. About 100 people a year are bitten by rattlesnakes
in Arizona, but roughly half of those people were taking intentional
risks such as handling or harassing the snakes. On the other hand,
Smith writes,

You will perhaps be surprised to learn that stinging ants, wasps,
and bees (Hymenoptera) kill almost as many people each year as do all
other venomous animals combined. This is in part because there is a
higher probability of being envenomated by stinging Hymenoptera than

September 1982

Dr. Robert Smith and tarantula.

Top of page: Gila monster head showing
small grooved fangs. (Illustrations by
Joel Floyd, from the book.)
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Sonoran bumble bee.

Hooded skunk.

by species that produce much stronger toxins. Most people can sustain
repeated ant, wasp, or bee stings with little more than a few hours of
discomfort; however, a certain portion (about 10 %) of the population
becomes allergic to the venom if stung repeatedly. These persons may
experience anaphylaxis when stung. This condition, if not treated
promptly, can result in death of the victim.

Smith has had some first -hand experience with the dangers he de-
scribes. One incident may make readers wonder why he became an en-
tomologist:

Very few people are stung by bumble bees. Bumble bee stings are
most likely to occur when a nest is stepped on by a person walking
through a field. I had this unfortunate experience when I was a boy of
10, and my recollection of the event is still vivid some 30 years later.
I was pursued by the bees and stung repeatedly while running more
than 100 meters to my house. It was estimated that I had been stung
more than 100 times, and I was extremely ill for several days, vomiting
frequently for the first 24 hours. Bumble bees do not have barbed
stingers as do their close relative, the honey bees, and therefore bumble
bees can sting repeatedly until their venom supply is exhausted.

Venomous Animals of Arizona takes a broad view of "venomous."
Smith describes more than 75 species. Most are insects, including such
mischievous species as lice, bedbugs, mosquitoes, black flies, blister
beetles and conenose bugs. Scorpions and several spiders get full treat-
ment. The reptile section has the mildly venomous night snake, vine
snake and Sonoran lyre snake as well as Arizona's 11 types of rattlers,
the coral snake and the Gila monster. He even includes skunks.

There's a preview of coming attractions too: the "killer" bees ex-
pected to reach Arizona from Central America in three or four years.

The book gives detailed precautions, first -aid procedures and, where
appropriate, methods for controlling pest populations. That makes it a
useful reference. Its flavor, however, comes from Smith's detailed
descriptions of the animals' behavior and from the illustrations by Joel
Floyd. Here is part of the description about a type of wasp called the
tarantula hawk:

Tarantula hawk.

12

Female tarantula hawks fly close to the ground during the day,
searching for prey. When a tarantula is located, the wasp alights about a
meter away and approaches the spider on foot.... The tarantula may
grab at the wasp with lightning swiftness, attempting to seize her with
its stout fangs, but this rarely happens, and the spider's offensive usu-
ally offers the wasp her opportunity. Typically, the wasp changes her
position to face the spider's abdomen and seizes one of the fourth legs
near its end with her jaws. She then probes the spider's cephalothorax
with the apex of her abdomen until the sting finds a membrane at the
base of a leg. With the insertion of sting and injection of venom, the
spider goes limp. The victorious wasp then retires from her prize for a
few minutes of grooming, returns, grasps the spider by a leg and turns it
over. Depending on species and circumstances, the wasp may dig a
hole into which the spider is placed, or she may drag the paralyzed host
down a rodent burrow or into its own home burrow. In any case, a
large crescent -shaped white egg is glued to the spider's abdomen prior
to its being sealed in whatever the tomb or nursery (depending on point
of view). The egg hatches in from 3 -5 days, and the larva feeds and de-
velops for about 35 days.

Arizona Land & People



Smith includes several personal anecdotes, such as the harvester ants'
attack on his string of red chiles.

Within a week, the colony's workers had opened every pod and re-
moved every seed. I consoled myself that they would regret their pil-
ferage when they tried to consume the "red hot" seed in winter, but
alas, the colony survived, flourished, and returned to plunder a new
string of chiles the next year.

The book also calls attention to the scientists in Arizona who have
studied venomous animals and physicians who have specialized in treat-
ing the animals' human victims. Dr. Mont A. Cazier, for example,
forced an Arizona relative of the brown recluse spider to bite him on
the arm. He wanted to learn if it was as venomous as its cousin. It was.
Cazier documented the progress of his illness and recovery.

Despite the 134 -page book's breadth, its emergency information is
easy to find. Important warnings are highlighted in the text. Step -by-
step instructions give first aid procedures.

Recommendations for snake -bite treatments have changed over the
years as more and better case histories are compared. Cutting an X over
the fang marks is out. More than 95 percent of rattlesnake bites in Ari-
zona happen where professional help can be reached within half an
hour. For those cases the recommended first aid is:

1. Keep the patient calm, warm, and reassured.
2. Apply a constricting band to the bitten limb between the bite and

the heart, close to the bite. Important: The band should be loose
enough to permit insertion of a finger between it and the constricted
limb.

3. Immobilize the limb with a splint and /or sling.
4. Do not use ice, cold packs, or freon sprays to treat the bite. Do

not apply a tourniquet (ligature that stops all blood flow). Do not
employ a cut and suck procedure.

Venomous Animals of Arizona will be available this autumn through
county offices of the Cooperative Extension Service. It will be priced to
recover publishing costs, probably at $5 to $8.

Smith hopes the book will help people avoid harm from venomous
animals, but he is not thinking of physical injuries only. "The biggest
impact that venomous animals have on people is psychological," he
said. "They cause unwarranted fear and trepidation, and that causes
people to enjoy their environment less than they might otherwise."
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Brown recluse spider.
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Trees, Sunshine and Experts
Give Kids a Special School Day

John Stair, wildlife specialist for the UA
Extension Service, (right) is a popular

teacher at many Environmental
Improvement Day programs. This

one was at Oracle last spring. (Photo
by Gordon Graham.)

Ten -year -old Ruben Calderone of Casa Grande liked the fact that the
Environmental Improvement Day program his fourth grade had at-
tended was outdoors.

"We can learn more about nature when we're outdoors," he said a
month later. "Like when we were learning about trees, you could just
look there and see a real tree."

His class from Saguaro Elementary, along with fourth grades from
five other Casa Grande schools, went to the annual program at Palo
Verde Elementary in April. In all, about 500 fourth -graders participated.

Specialists in a variety of environmental subjects came from as far
as Phoenix and Tucson in order to man 12 learning stations visited by
one class at a time. These instructors represented several state and fed-
eral agencies plus private enterprises.

Ruben's classmate Heather Robinette, 9, liked the station about soils:
"We learned about how water goes into the soil. They showed how they
go out to the farm and check the soil to see if it's good for growing
things."

Missy Scavo, 10, said that the station about birds was her favor-
ite.

At another station, children felt with their hands how water can be
heated by the sun. At a fourth, they could use a computerized game
to try out different ways of meeting global needs for energy.

Environmental Improvement Day is planned each year by Pinal
County 4 -H leaders in cooperation with the Casa Grande elementary
schools. Topics for the day mesh with students' classroom work.
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Ruben said, for example, "In science class we read about how
trees grow, then at Environment Day they had samples of plants
and you could see the roots right on them."

Dr. Marie Atteberry, the principal at Ruben's school, explained,
"If teachers know they can depend on Environment Day towards the
end of the school year, they can plan their lessons accordingly and have
it be a positive culminating activity."

"We always develop a notebook of resource materials for teachers
based on the day's program," said Gene Moffett, director of educa-
tional services for the Casa Grande elementary schools.

4 -H and Kiwanis

The Palo Verde School and its principal, David Hernandez, have
hosted the program for Casa Grande elementary schools each spring
since 1974. The original Environmental Improvement Day that year
grew from a proposal by a community 4 -H club and volunteer 4 -H
leaders, backed by the Kiwanis Club and adopted by the school
district.

"It was planned as a way for 4 -H clubs to help their community
by bringing information to other young people about environmental
subjects relevant to the times," Sherwood "Woodie" Winans recalled
recently. He has been a Pinal County 4 -H agent for the University of
Arizona Cooperative Extension Service since 1971, and a coordinator
for each year's Environmental Improvement Day.

Bob Hernbrode, education director for the Arizona Game and Fish
Department at the time, helped plan early Environmental Improve-
ment Day programs.

After three successful years in began
expanding to other parts of Pinal County. Now it is an annual event
in Coolidge, Kearny, San Manuel and Oracle. Extension Service 4 -H
Aide Mary Bailey coordinates the programs in the eastern part of
the county.

Last year, similar Environment Day programs began in Phoenix.
Maricopa County 4 -H Agent Marlene Obst and 4 -H Aide Janice
Armstrong have organized the programs for 10 schools in six Phoenix
school districts.

"We plan to continue to do three or more each semester," Obst said
this summer.

Most of the Phoenix programs are for fourth, fifth and sixth graders,
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Left: Students at an Environmental
Improvement Day in Coolidge
check out insects under a
binocular microscope.
Center: During a 1982 session at San
Manuel, Sarah Gorby shows students a
young javelina recovering from a leg injury.
Right: A Cottonwood School fourth -grader
views the moon during Casa Grande's 1978
Environmental Improvement Day.
(Photos by Guy Webster.)
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Top: Casa Grande students build a wall
with saguaro ribs and mud, with guidance

from Pima Indian builders. (Photo by
Guy Webster.)

Bottom: Tanya Hamilton of the Desert
Dwellers 4 -H Club helps paint

enclosures at a wildlife rehabilitation
center near Casa Grande. The project is

a spin -off from Environmental Improvement
Day. (Photo by Jana Carroll.)
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and will not be repeated at the same school for three years.
John Dalmolin brought an Environment Day to Moon Mountain

School in the Washington District when he was principal there. Later
he transferred tq Cholla Elementary School, "and I immediately wanted
to make arrangements for having the program there, too," he said.

"It brings a lot of outdoor experiences into an urban setting,"
Dalmolin continued. "Many of the children wouldn't have these ex-
periences otherwise. They can read about things in books, or see pic-
tures, or see movies, but those are different than real hands -on
experiences." His students had the chance to find out what a snake
feels like and what a sheep feels like, among other new experiences.

"They like the chance to ask questions and to try things themselves,"
he said.

Desert Ark
At most Environmental Improvement Day programs in Pinal or Mari -

copa county, each class stops at three to five learning stations and joins
other classes for a program about desert wildlife featuring several live
animals. Hal Gras, who built the Desert Ark educational project of the
Arizona Sonora Desert Museum, and Sarah Gorby, who tends injured
or abandoned animals for the Arizona Game and Fish Department, have
each led the large -group presentation about wildlife many times.

Some of the programs in Pinal County have narrowed in on a theme,
such as "You can solve the energy challenge." Typically, however, the
learning stations offer a wide diversity of subjects.

At Coolidge one year, students played a predator- and -prey food
chain game and cooked hot dog slices with a solar reflector. At Casa
Grande they built a small hut with the old Pima Indian techniques
using saguaro ribs and mud.

Kearny students at Ray Elementary School looked at insects through
a microscope. At San Manuel last April, students discussed the air- pollu-
tion protesters who had climbed the smelter stack near the school a
few weeks earlier.

Local 4 -H members usually serve as guides for the Environmental
Improvement Day programs, making sure each class finds where it is
scheduled to go next. Four -H'ers also run some of the learning stations.
For example, a 4 -H drama group in Casa Grande produced a puppet
show for the program at Palo Verde Elementary last spring.

The Environmental Improvement Day programs have helped interest
students in finding out more about 4 -H, according to Angie Ruelas.
She works in the Palo Verde School library and is volunteer leader for
the Palo Verde Community 4 -H Club.

The programs have also sparked related 4 -H projects such as a wild-
life rehabilitation center that 4 -H'ers helped build near Casa Grande this
spring and summer. Under supervision from the Arizona Game and Fish
Department and a local veterinarian, 4 -H'ers will help care for birds
and animals not yet ready for release.

"The Environmental Improvement Day program shows 4 -H as a fu-
ture- oriented group," said 4 -H Agent Winans. "Our future will depend
on the development of our young people and on how well they learn to
use natural resources. First -hand experiences led by men and women in
natural- resource careers are a good way to teach them."

Fourth grader Heather Robinette summed it up: "I thought it was
real fun, and we learned a lot."
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Tucson Garden Center:
`People like this kind of learning'

Some visitors who have picked up helpful ideas at the Tucson Garden
Center remark that they are glad they discovered what the center has
to offer.

"When they tag those comments with, `and I never knew the univer-
sity had this kind of facility,' it always surprises me," says garden
center horticulturist George Brookbank. "Some days, especially in
early summer, it seems that everyone and his brother know about the
garden center and have questions about plants."

The center's three -person staff took more than 120 phone calls a
day several times this June. The year -round average is about 60 callers
daily. Other people just stop by the garden center at 4040 North Camp-
bell Avenue. In addition, scheduled demonstrations on specific topics
once a week attract about 50 visitors, on average, and more than 100
for popular topics such as planting roses or pruning grapevines.

The public's questions range from "What's wrong with my tomato
plant ?" to "Will camellias grow in Tucson ?" to "Where can I buy
ratchet clippers ?"

More than half of the questions, or the answers to them, have to do
with watering plants correctly and conservingly. Watering problems
may masquerade as salt stress (from never watering deeply), root

Photograph: George Brookbank leads a
weekly demonstration at the Tucson Garden
Center. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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deterioration (from too -frequent watering) or a clinic full of other
symptoms. Tucsonans are increasingly conscious of water conservation,
too, says Brookbank. When water rates rose recently, he saw a distinct
increase in questions about drip irrigation systems that reduce waste.

Commercial landscapers and nurserymen, as well as home gardeners,
make use of information from the garden center.

The garden center is one facet of the Pima County Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, affiliated with the county government, the University
of Arizona and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Brookbank and
fellow horticulturist Jack Kelly lead the center's programs and answer
most questions. Secretary Billie Hundtoft handles some of the frequent
questions and the requests for publications.

Self -Help Facilities
Visitors to the garden center can learn much on their own, besides

asking questions. The plantings of vegetables and fruits are labeled by
varieties, so a walk through the garden and orchard helps visitors see
which varieties look hardy in Tucson's climate. Displays show how drip
irrigation systems and simple composting bins can be put together
and used.

The center has a reading room with a rack of free Extension Service
publications, shelves of books and magazines, and many current seed
and supply catalogues.

Visitors can try their hand at sensing the depth of soil moisture with
a simple iron rod. Understanding the way soils hold and carry moisture
is a key to success in watering lawns, trees or gardens.

Many Tucsonans also get information from the garden center
without contacting it. Kelly writes a weekly garden column in the
Tucson Citizen and Brookbank writes one in The Arizona Daily Star.
Also, when the weather freezes or caterpillars invade or similar minor
crises hit town, TV and newspaper reporters often ask the horticul-
turists for immediate advice to pass along to the public.

The garden center is unique in Arizona. It started in 1973 with a
broad -based program recommended by the Extension Advisory Board
of county residents. Now, the users of the center help determine its
activities.

"The more questions we answer the more we get," says Brookbank.
"The ideas that are sown seem to sprout roots, spread branches and
scatter their own seeds that result in a whole new crop of people
seeking information."

For example, the types of questions callers ask help determine the
topics for the weekly newspaper columns. Taking some 300 to 500
questions a week gives Kelly and Brookbank a fair sample of current
concerns. The columns, in turn, usually prompt more phone calls
from people who want additional details or related information.

Weekly Demonstrations
Some techniques, such as grafting and pruning, are easier to ex-

plain in person than in writing or on the phone. Topics for the weekly
demonstration programs are selected on that basis, says Brookbank.
Recent topics have included how to plant citrus trees, how to grow
peppers and how to care for native landscape plants. Other programs
use the center's plants for comparisons and illustration. June programs
demonstrated "You Can Grow Apples in Tucson," and "Summer
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Stress on Tomatoes."
The demonstrations begin at 10 a.m. Wednesdays at the center. In

summer, they usually take the form of garden walks. The varieties
being tested are viewed and tasted by the visitors.

Except in summer, a second demonstration is offered each week at
the Ott YMCA on the east side of Tucson. The Men's Garden Club of
Green Valley arranges a weekly demonstration program in that
community.

These programs are also an opportunity for people to bring their
plant problems for diagnosis. The process of identifying the problem
and suggesting treatment becomes an open forum in which many peo-
ple can learn from the experience of each other.

"Our aim is to help people learn how to answer their own questions
about growing plants," says Brookbank. "When a caller asks how often
he should water his cypress tree, he may at first feel let down that there
is no easy `every week' or `every 17 days' answer. But when he learns
to consider how far the roots go, how deep the water goes, and even
how to check the soil below the surface, he can estimate water needs
for many plants, not just that tree. People usually like this kind of
learning."

When necessary and feasible, the garden center horticulturists spend
time with individuals on a one -to-one basis. They have helped review
homeowners' plans for landscaping or for home -yard irrigation sys-
tems, for example. Many requests are for diagnosis of a plant problem.
When other methods have failed to solve a serious problem, they some-
times visit a site to make more specific recommendations. This step is
especially valuable when commercial landscaping companies or nur-
series face stubborn problems that threaten to cause expensive losses.

The Tucson Garden Center sits in the midst of a million -dollar in-
dustry of nurseries, greenhouses, landscapers and plant -care businesses.
It is on part of the university's Campbell Avenue Farm, which gives it
a peaceful atmosphere within the urban setting.

Brookbank encourages people to stop by the center or to call
628 -5628. He adds, "We're always glad to see new people finding out
what we have to offer."
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Far left: Jack Kelly talks with visitors
about the pepper varieties growing at the
garden center.
Center: Brookbank diagnoses a tree's
problem based on sample leaves brought
by its owner.
Right: Ivy Corey of Pima County's
Extension Service office (left) helps garden
center visitor John Curry find a leaflet
about growing grapes. (Photos by Ted
Bundy, center, and Guy Webster.)
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Raising Beef on Public Land

By Horace M. Mayes
Agricultural Economics

Horace Mayes headed production of the
annual book Arizona Agricultural Statistics

from 1970 to 1981 as state statistician
for the Arizona Crop and Livestock

Reporting Service. This year, he worked
on special assignment for the UA College

of Agriculture to develop a data base about
Arizona ranches. Gathering information

throughout the state, he has gotten to
know many Arizona farmers and ranchers.
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Arizona ranches vary widely in numbers of acres and cattle, but one
trait almost all of them share is the use of public land.

A new tabulation of grazing permits for federal and state land in Ari-
zona shows 1,755 ranches using public land, excluding Indian reserva-
tions. The number of solely private -land ranches with more than 50
cattle is small, though a few of them are among the largest operations
in the state.

Corralling together records from the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management and the State Land Department reveals
patterns of land ownership and ranch size.

For example, only about one -third of the ranches using Forest Service
land also use other public land, while about two -thirds of the ranches
using BLM land also include land owned by the Forest Service or the
state.

Arizona ranches include examples of every combination of private,
state, BLM and Forest Service land. Separate records for public -land
grazing permits total 1,580 for state land, 929 for BLM and 632 for
Forest Service. Merging separate records for the same ranch name or
owner name gives the figure of 1,755 ranches using public land.

Of the 73 million acres in Arizona, only about 11 million acres are
owned by individuals or corporations. The rest are public land. Much
of the public land, especially BLM land and state land, is interspersed
with private land in checkerboard patterns.

Indian reservations have 20 million acres in Arizona. On the reser-
vations, private land is not intermixed with public. Virtually all live-
stock producers using reservation land are tribal members who do not
use other public or private grazing land.

The numbers in the rest of this discussion and in the graphs exclude
Indian reservations. Federal land other than BLM and Forest Service
lands are also left out. These other federal lands, such as national parks
and military areas, amount to 8 million acres. They support little graz-
ing of livestock.

Of the 9.7 million acres of state -owned land, 8.8 million are leased
for grazing. State Land Department records do not tell the amount
of private land managed by ranchers with state grazing leases.

BLM and Forest Service records do show the acreage of private land
managed as part of each allotment. It totals 2.8 million acres of private
land managed with 12.6 million of BLM land and 7.2 million in na-
tional forests.

The amount of land in each grazing permit varies from less than 80
acres to, in 12 cases, more than 200,000 acres. Most small permits,
without records of other public or private land are state leases. The
larger permits are mostly BLM allotments in arid Mohave, Yuma and
western Maricopa counties.
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Ranchers using public land pay for their leases or allotments. Ari-
zonans' grazing payments for fiscal 1981 brought $5.5 million to fed-
eral, state and county governments.

Ranches that combine BLM and state land add up to 12 million
acres of public land, far more than ranches with any other pattern of
public ownership (see Figure One). The next largest category, ranches
whose public land includes only Forest Service land, totals 5 million
acres. Almost 2 million acres of public land are on ranches that have all
three types: state, BLM and Forest Service.

Much of the BLM land in the state supports fewer than five cattle
per square mile. Forest Service land is generally more productive.

Figure Two shows that 40 percent of Arizona ranchers with public -
land grazing rights use 90 percent of the rangeland in public leases and
allotments. That is, the 693 ranches with 10,000 or more acres hold
grazing rights for 28 million acres.

Similarly, 42 percent of the ranches that include public land account
for 91 percent of the livestock carrying capacity - the number of ma-
ture cattle the land can support on a continuing basis. Those are the
736 ranches with carrying capacities for 100 or more cattle each. These
comparisons exclude private land on ranches with only state and pri-
vate land.

The new tabulation of users and combinations of public grazing land
should aid analysis and planning for the future management of these
lands.

1,000 or less

1,001 -4,999
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Figure One. Ranches in Arizona use many
combinations of public lands. The amounts
of public land used for ranching, and the
combinations used by individual ranches,
are shown here.

Figure Two. Portions of ranch numbers and
of total acreage are given by categories of
ranch size. For example, the 6 percent of
ranches that are each between 50,000 and
99,999 acres add up to 21 percent of the
ranch area in the state. Sources: State
Land Department, U.S. Forest Service,
U.S. Bureau of Land Management.
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HEALTH INFO BY PHONE

By John Semanas
Cooperative Extension Service

A newly expanded Arizona program provides up -to -date health and
safety information by telephone through nearly 400 pre- recorded
tapes.

It's called Instant Health Info, a part of the UA Cooperative Exten-
sion Service.

Toll -free calls from anywhere in the state reach the switchboard
at the Pima County extension office. Callers can request any of the
tapes they want to hear. A list of the tape topics is free on request,
too. Each tape lasts two to four minutes.

For example, a farmer in Cochise County who's concerned about
how smoking affects his health might call and hear, "The truth is,
unless irreversible disease has begun, stopping smoking begins to pay
immediate health benefits ..."

A homemaker in Coconino County, worried about weight control,
could learn, "The only way to effectively lose weight is to eat less and
exercise more, not through fad diets."

Sometimes the information could save a life, like the tape about
first aid at an auto accident. Other messages cover such topics as
protecting yourself against diseases and recognizing the early warn-
ing signs of many illnesses. These include tape number 1399, "Do I
Have Appendicitis ?" or number 1278, "Eye Symptoms Requiring
Immediate Attention."

Instant Health Info is not meant to take the place of a visit to the
family doctor or dentist, emphasizes Extension Health Specialist
Bernice Epstein, the project's superviser. However, by telling a caller
about the general nature of a health condition, some of the tapes can
help the caller communicate better with health -care professionals
during consultation or treatment.

"People can listen to the tapes in the privacy of their homes and
can request repetition as often as they'd like," says Epstein.

Though available in urban areas, the main purpose of Instant Health
Info is to serve rural Arizona, where no comparable program exists.
Epstein says, "The residents of rural Arizona have more health prob-
lems and fewer resources to meet their needs than do those who reside
in urban areas."

A $55,000 grant from the Phoenix -based Flinn Foundation is making
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Here are some of the 400 messages offered by
Instant Health Info. An (S) indicates tapes avail-
able in Spanish.

General Health

Cancer
1081
1124

Women

What Is Cancer?
Protect Yourself Against Cancer (S)

1 138 Having Headaches? 1120 Breast Self- Examination
1089 Diabetes? What Does It Mean? (S) 1 194 Menopause - Questions and Answers
1141 The Common Cold (S)
1 165 The Magic Formula for Weight Loss Parents
1298 Quit Cigarettes - Live Longer! (S) 1201 Preparing Your Child for Sleep
4000 Valley Fever 1191 My Child Has a Fever (S)
1140 Venereal Disease (S) 1373 Losing Your Cool with Your Child (S)
1205 Living with Hay fever
1486 Stress Management Food and Diet
1228 Who Needs Acne? 1453 Eat Well for Less (S)
1052 Medicare - Questions and Answers 1152 Health Foods and Fad Diets

1078 The Botulism Story (S)
Emergency Care and Safety
1400 First Aid at an Auto Accident
1234 First Aid for Burns
6100 What to Do in a Poisoning
1460 For Power Tool Users

Drugs and Alcohol
1439 Spotting Problem Drinking
1069 Marijuana - Fables and Facts
1442 Drugs, Pregnancy and the Unborn (S)

Instant Health Info possible. Although the program is new to most of
the state, it is actually an expanded segment of the older Instant Info
phone -tape program of the Pima County Extension Service.

Several of the Instant Health Info tapes were produced in Arizona,
but most come from the University of Wisconsin and have been used
in other states as well. All of the tapes are reviewed every six months
by health authorities and updated as needed. The program has the sup-
port of the Arizona Medical Association.

Thirty of the tapes are in Spanish.
Using the system is easy and free: Just call 1- 800 -525 -INFO and ask

for the tape you want, unless you are in Tucson. Tucson residents
should still use the local Instant Info number, 628 -5900. To get a com-
plete list of the tapes, contact your own county's Cooperative Exten-
sion Service or call the above numbers. The switchboard is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
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Knowledge in the Making

Donald DeYoung and Hank Wilcox implant a plastic tube for
outside access to a detached segment of a pig's colon. Pork producer
Joe Cooper donated the pig. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)

Surgery on Pigs
Could Lead to New Vaccines

Swine dysentery U.S. pork producers about
$64 million a year. It also causes losses in every other
country where pigs are raised. UA immunologist Dr. Lynn
A. Joens and veterinarian Dr. Donald W. DeYoung are
working on a promising technique for making a vaccine
against the disease. The same methods may also lead to
vaccines against other digestive diseases of livestock or
people.

Vaccines work by mimicking disease- causing germs in
order to trigger a body's immune system into producing
antibodies against the real germs. In almost all diseases
for which vaccines have been developed, the immunologi-
cal reaction occurs in the bloodstream. But some other
types of disease -causing organisms stimulate production
of antibodies inside the digestive tract. Antibodies that
work in the digestive tract have been harder to isolate and
study than those that work in the blood.

Joens and DeYoung operated on pigs to make a de-
tached section of colon accessible from the outside through
a plastic tube. Pigs that have experienced a bout of swine
dysentery, when re- exposed to the bacterium that causes
it, quickly produce antibodies against the bacterium. Joens
and DeYoung obtain these antibodies from the detached
colon section. They are analyzing the antibodies and plan
to find a non -disease- causing fragment or relative of the
bacterium that will react with these same antibodies. Such
a finding might lead quickly to a vaccine against the disease.

Joens is in the Department of Veterinary Science.
DeYoung works at the UA Health Sciences Center.

Global Meetings Planned
on Jojoba, Buffalo Gourd

Two of the native Arizona plants being developed as
new crops will play starring roles before international
audiences in coming months. The UA College of Agri-
culture will co- sponsor the Fifth International Conference
on Jojoba and Its Uses October 11 -15 in Tucson and the
First International Conference on the Buffalo Gourd
January 16 -19 in Sydney, Australia.

The jojoba conference will feature a special session
about concerns of small -plantation owners as well as re-
search reports about growing and using this oil- producing
plant. Participants also will tour plantations and a com-
mercial processing plant near Casa Grande. More than 500
people from more than 20 countries are expected by con-
ference chairman Dr. Jack D. Johnson, director of the UA
Office of Arid Lands Studies. Consejo Internacional de la
Jojoba will co- sponsor the meeting. Jojoba's first inter-
national conference, in 1972 in Tucson, preceded any
commercial plantings of the crop by about six years.
Now, about 22,000 commercial acres of it are growing
in Arizona and California.

Primary Energy Australia, a corporation that has started
commercial farming of buffalo gourd down under, is co-
sponsoring and financing the January conference about
that new crop. Among the UA participants will be John
M. Nelson, reporting on buffalo gourd's water needs, and
Martha E. Rosemeyer on disease control. Arizona chair-
man for the conference Allen C. Gathman and Dr. William
P. Bemis will describe genetic improvements. Three UA
foods scientists will report on prospective uses of the
plant's oil, protein and starch yields.

Cleaner Air
Through Soil Chemistry

Soils help clean the atmosphere all the time. They
react with virtually every pollutant in the air and turn
it into something less harmful. Based on more than 10
years of studying these reactions, UA soils scientist Dr.
Hinrich L. Bohn proposes that beds of soil be used to clean
industrial fumes even before they are released into the
atmosphere. He visualizes soil filters for cleaning the
gases given off by the likes of paper mills, chemical plants,
and even the residential burning of wood or coal.

Soil can filter out gas pollutants containing sulfur,
nitrogen, carbon or phosphorus. The offensive gases stick
to the surface of soil particles. Then, soil microbes get in
their licks, oxidizing organic molecules to release harmless
carbon dioxide. Inorganic gases such as sulfur dioxide or
nitric oxide are oxidized and neutralized by the soil.
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"Passing waste gases through soil beds can remove dust
and virtually all gaseous pollutants to undetectable levels,"
says Bohn. Air passes through soil slowly, so soil filters
would probably not work for smelters or coal- burning
power plants due to the large volumes of gas they emit.

Land Bought for Water Rights
Shaped for Water Harvesting

The City of Tucson owns 12,000 acres of former farm-
land in Avra Valley purchased for rights to the groundwater
below the surface. Letting the land sit idle costs money.
How should it be used? The city is working with researchers
from the UA College of Agriculture to test one possibility:
water harvesting.

They have shaped six acres of the land 20 miles west of
Tucson into a series of straight, miniature valleys so that
each pair of slopes facing each other sheds rainwater toward
a flat strip of land between them. Crops including grapes,
melons, corn, Papago peas and Christmas trees are being
planted on the strips. Salt- treatment of the slopes has in-
creased the percentage of runoff from them by decreasing
their absorption of rainwater. Any runoff not absorbed by
the planted areas will flow into storage reservoirs. From
there it can be pumped back onto the planted areas as
needed.

A similar water -harvesting system at Page Ranch near
Oracle is supporting grapevines, apricot trees and other
crops on 14 inches of average annual rainfall. The Avra
Valley project started on flatter land with less annual rain-
fall than the Page Ranch site. Detailed analysis of the
project will help show whether such a system is economical
for other arid farmland that has been abandoned due to
lack or expense of groundwater.

Satellite Tracks Root Rot
While Reseachers Test Antidote

The Landsat 4 satellite, which was launched July 16,
may help Arizona cotton farmers reduce the damage done
by Phymatotrichum root rot. This fungal disease costs Ari-
zonans about $5 million a year in reduced quantity and
quality of cotton. It shows up as rounded splotches of
weakened and dead plants on infrared aerial photos of in-
fested fields. The new satellite will show similar patterns,
but will have advantages over aerial photography in cost
and in frequency. The satellite passes overhead every 16
days, explains Michael C. Parton of the College of Agricul-
ture's Arizona Remote Sensing Center.

The new satellite's scanning resolution is more than
twice as sharp as earlier Landsats', making it more useful
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for many agricultural projects. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration ran a simulation test of the new
scanner using a high -altitude jet last fall. Parton and plant
pathologist Dr. Edward N. Mulrean analyzed Marana -area
data from that test flight and could distinguish root rot
areas from other low -yield areas in cotton fields. Periodic
data from the satellite will allow monitoring the growth
or reduction of root rot areas during each growing season
and over the years. That may help researchers assess their
eradication efforts and help farmers plan for avoiding some
damage.

Meanwhile, in the Department of Plant Pathology, Dr.
Richard B. Hine is analyzing very promising results of 1982
field tests for control of Phymatotrichum root rot with a
new fungicide.

Blotches due to damage by Phymatotrichum root rot show clearly
in this infrared aerial photo of Pete Hershberger's Marana cotton -
field:
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Arizonans You Should Know

Arlen Etling of Cornville has been named a winner in
the "Search for Excellence" program of the National
Association Of County Agricultural Agents. He is the
University of Arizona's extension agent for rural commun-
ity development in northeastern Arizona. Etling's award
results from his successes in organizing and revitalizing
volunteer groups that provide services and activities in sev-
eral communities. He has developed a step -by -step process
to help groups move from ideas to action to strengthen
the groups and make them more effective. Etling has
worked for the university for seven years, most of them
from his office in Cottonwood.

Arlen Etling

C)ronizin9
Prooracns

Motif!) Issues
Set Priorities
Set Goai`.

Three women who have volunteered their time as 4 -H
leaders for 11 or more years received the Outstanding
Leader's Award at the State 4 -H Roundup in Tucson in
July. Florence Collins of Phoenix has led sheep projects,
served as camp nurse and advised the county 4 -H teen
council. She is vice president of the Maricopa County
4 -H Leaders' Council. Phoebe Ritter of Kirkland has led
photography and community clubs and helped run Yavapai
County 4 -H clothing revues and scholarship programs.
Last year, she chaperoned Arizona's delegation to the Na-
tional 4 -H Congress in Chicago. Carol Thomas of Safford
is helping to organize the Western Regional 4-H Leaders'
Forum scheduled in Phoenix this February. She has ad-
vised 4 -H'ers in foods, photography and gun safety pro-
jects, served as a camp counselor seven years, and headed
the Graham County 4-H Leaders' Council. Their awards
were given by the Arizona County Agents' Association.

Doug Broderius of Phoenix graduated from the College
of Agriculture this year with a perfect 4.0 grade point
average for his four years at the University of Arizona.
He was named the university's Outstanding Senior by both
the Phi Kappa Phi national honorary society and the
Gamma Sigma Delta agricultural honorary society.
Broderius followed the college's pre- veterinary course of
studies. He has started veterinary school at Colorado State
University.
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